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Abstract: In this paper, we compare three different models that have been used to interpret
reflectivity measurements of supported monolayers of nanoparticles. Two of them: (i) isotropic
Maxwell Garnett and (ii) anisotropic two-dimensional-dipolar model are based on an effective-
medium approach, while the third one (iii) coherent-scattering model, lies within the framework
of multiple-scattering theory. First, we briefly review, on physical grounds, the foundations of
each model and write down the corresponding formulas for the calculation of the reflectivity. In
the two-dimensional-dipolar model, the dilute limit of the pair-correlation function (also called
hole-correlation function) is always used in the calculation of the effective optical response.
Then we use these formulas to plot and analyze graphs of the reflectivity of a monolayer of gold
nanoparticles on a glass substrate, as a function of several relevant parameters, for two different
commonly used experimental configurations. Finally, we discuss the importance of our results
and how they can be used to infer the limits of validity of each model.
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1. Introduction

The optical properties of a 2D disordered system of small particles standing on a planar substrate
is an interesting topic that has attracted attention, owing to unexpected effects in a system
with a relatively simple geometry [1–6], and also due to possible practical applications [7–16].
We will refer to this system as a colloidal monolayer, or simply as a monolayer, and we will
concentrate here in the calculation and analysis of the reflection amplitudes from an incident
plane wave. In this paper we address three available analytical models to calculate the reflectivity
of a surface partially covered by a disordered monolayer of spherical particles. These models
require simple calculations and could readily be used in several applications. In our analysis we
consider supported plasmonic nano-monolayers which are of current interest in many areas of
physics, both fundamental and applied. From the approximations used to derive each of them one
can infer some of their limitations, but their applicability limits are not well established. In fact,
since the physical assumptions behind the three models differ markedly, one could even question
the applicability of any of them based on the other two. One could compare predictions by these
models with experiments or with “exact” numerical simulations. But a first step in exploring
their validity is to compare, among themselves, their predictions for identical systems. A second
objective of this paper is to provide results to identify within a wide range of surface coverages,
particle sizes, and a broad band of incident frequencies some attractive examples for experimental
or numerical verification.
We start with the effective-medium approach and the widely used Maxwell Garnett model

(MGM) [17], because it is commonly applied to the interpretation of experimental data coming
not only from composite bulk materials and colloidal suspensions, but also from low-dimensional
systems like monolayers of particles on a substrate [18]. Although it has been recognized that
MGM is a model valid for a system of identical spheres randomly located within a homogeneous
material in 3D, it has been frequently applied also to 2D systems [18]. This is probably because
it relates, in a simple manner, the effective dielectric response to the polarizability of the spheres
and their volume filling fraction. In MGM, the spheres are assumed to be polarizable and small
enough, so in the presence of an external electromagnetic field, the induced fields they generate
outside the spheres can be regarded as dipolar fields whose origin is located at the center of the
spheres. Nevertheless, the field that excites each sphere can be calculated, approximately, by
considering that each sphere is surrounded by the rest of the spheres, regarding them as equally
polarized with the average dipole moment, and randomly located in 3D homogeneously and
isotropically "on the average" [19]. It is therefore questionable to apply this model to a monolayer
system in which one expects, from the start, an anisotropic effective dielectric response—different
in the directions along and perpendicular to the plane of the monolayer—.

A model that heals all the above-mentioned shortcomings of MGM for 2D disordered systems,
keeping the same kind of approximations and leading also to very simple formulas for the
anisotropic components of the effective dielectric-response tensor, is what we call the 2D dipole
model (2D-DM) [20]. In this model one also considers that, in the presence of an external field,
the induced fields outside the spheres are strictly dipolar. The field that excites each sphere is also
regarded as coming from all other spheres in the monolayer, all evenly polarized—mean-field
approximation—but located only on the plane of the monolayer. In addition, the contribution to the
exciting field coming from the surface charge due to the surface charge induced on the substrate,
is also included. This induced surface charge is regarded, in the quasistatic approximation, as
coming from the image of the dipolar charge induced in the spheres, that we call, the image
dipoles. This model could be regarded as the 2D version of MGM, and due to the way the exciting
field is calculated, it is expected to be valid up to a rather large surface coverage.
The third model that we will consider here is not within the effective-medium approach but

rather within the so-called multiple-scattering theory, and we will refer to it as the coherent
scattering model (CSM) [21]. The CSM assumes that the exciting field at each identical sphere is
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given by the macroscopic—average—field, but the field scattered by each sphere goes beyond
the dipolar moment, and takes account of all multipolar orders providing, nevertheless, a simple
formula for the reflection amplitudes in terms of the elements of the scattering matrix of each
individual sphere. Since the exciting field is taken as the average field, this model will be valid
only for low surface coverages, but due to the inclusion of all multipoles in the scattering process,
it will be valid for both small and large particles. This approximation is similar to the one
proposed by Foldy [22] and van de Hulst [23] for the 3D case. However note that here we deal
with a quite different system: a 2D monolayer of identical spheres on a substrate.

It is also our objective to compare the three aforementioned models as a function of the relevant
parameters of the problem: particle size, surface coverage, angle of incidence and wavelength of
the incident radiation; studying the regions where their assumed validity overlaps (very small
particles and low surface coverage), and analyzing the situations where they depart from each
other, as either the particle size or the surface coverage increases. To be aware of the effects
of the particulate structure of the monolayer, in our comparisons we also include reflectivity
calculations for a homogenous thin film with the same amount of material as in the particulate
monolayers.

We will present results for two different experimental set-ups: (i) one called internal incidence,
when the monolayer is illuminated from the substrate side, that will be assumed to be a transparent
prism, and (ii) the other called external incidence, when the monolayer is illuminated from the
monolayer side. The main advantage of internal incidence is that a prism with a high enough
index of refraction might give rise to a critical angle [24], and we showed that this set increases
vastly the sensitivity of measurements at angles of incidence around the critical angle [13, 25].

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we review the effective-medium models: the
Maxwell Garnett model (MGM) and the 2D dipole model (2D-DM), and in Section 3 we present
a brief summary of the coherent scattering model (CSM). In Section 4 we compare and analyze
the results obtained from the three different models: MGM, 2D-DM and CSM, as well as the
ones predicted by an effective homogeneous thin film, and Section 5 is devoted to a discussion of
our results and to explore different experimental configurations that could be adequate to further
explore the validity of the above mentioned models. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our
findings and highlight our conclusions.

2. Effective-medium approach

The objective of an effective-medium approach to the optical properties of a given system is to
devise a medium with effective properties, in our case, an effective permittivity and an effective
permeability, such that the sources—induced charges and induced currents—and the induced
fields—electric and magnetic—are the same as the ones given by the average of the sources and
fields generated by the actual system. By average we mean any process that smooths out the rapid
spatial variations of the sources and the fields up to a certain characteristic length, yielding the
total field as the sum of the smooth component—average—plus the rest—fluctuations—. But,
since we deal only with macroscopic (average) fields, we will ignore the field fluctuations.
The effective-medium formalism used here includes two previously developed models: the

well-known Maxwell Garnett model [17] and the 2D dipole model [20]. We provide a brief
summary of the calculation of the effective dielectric response of a monolayer, for these two
models, together with the corresponding expressions for the reflection amplitudes obtained by
using Fresnel’s formulas. For the MGM we will only write down the well-known formula for the
effective dielectric response together with some comments about its derivation and validity. In
case of the 2D dipole model (2D-DM), we will review briefly the derivation of the components of
the effective dielectric response tensor of the monolayer, emphasizing the main assumptions that
limit its validity, and then describe how can one use this effective dielectric response in Fresnel’s
three-layer formula [26], to obtain the reflection and transmission amplitudes for internal and
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external incidence.

2.1. Maxwell Garnett model

As mentioned in the introduction, the MGM considers a system of identical non-magnetic
polarizable spheres with permittivity εp , randomly located within a homogeneous non-absorptive
medium—the matrix—with permittivity εm. The field exciting each sphere—local field—is
calculated by assuming that the dipole moment induced in all other spheres, is the average dipole
moment. In other words, one neglects the fluctuations of the polarization field. The effective
permittivity is given by (see for example [27])

ε
eff
MG
εm
=
εp (1 + 2 f ) + 2εm (1 − f )
εp (1 − f ) + εm (2 + f ) , (1)

where f = Nvp/V is the volume filling fraction of the N spheres; here vp is the volume of one
sphere and V is the total volume of the system. Two things are worth noting about this expression.
First, εeffMG does not depend on the size of the spheres, the only requirement is that they are
small in relation to the wavelength of the incident external field. Second, εeffMG does not depend
on statistical distribution of spheres, in particular, it does not depend on the pair-correlation
function. This second fact might seem puzzling, because the interaction between dipoles is
given through a two-point operator and the configurational average of any two-point operator
requires the pair-correlation function as a weighting function. The independence of εeffMG on the
pair-correlation function is actually due to a mathematical “accident” that happens only in the
very special case of a system of particles interacting—in 3D—through dipolar forces, with an
isotropic pair-correlation function, as it has been shown already in [19]. When this formula is
applied to a 2D system, as in the case of a monolayer, the effective medium is regarded naively as
a slab of area A and height d = 2a, where a is the radius of the spheres, with the only precaution
of taking f = (2/3)Θ, where Θ = Nπa2/A denotes the surface coverage.

2.2. 2D dipolar model

This model yields the calculation of the effective optical parameters of a monolayer of randomly
located particles on top of a substrate, by regarding the monolayer-substrate system as an
“effective” continuous film. Here we are interested in the reflection and transmission amplitudes of
an incident monochromatic plane wave on the monolayer-substrate system. If we further assume
that the monolayer and the substrate are both non-magnetic, then one requires to devise only an
effective permittivity—and not an effective permeability—and then use it in the formalism of
continuous electrodynamics, as if it were a film of an ordinary material. One may wonder why
do we consider the effective medium as a system composed by the monolayer and the substrate
and not by the monolayer by itself, that is, self-standing. The reason is that in this model, as
mentioned in the Introduction, one is looking for the field that excites the spheres on the substrate,
assuming the induced dipole in all the spheres is equal and given by the average dipole. An
important contribution to the exciting field comes not only from the near field, of the neighboring
spheres, but also from the field of their image dipoles induced on the substrate; in a self-standing
monolayer this local effect will be missing. The replacement of the surface charge induced on the
substrate, by a discrete set of image dipoles, assumes the validity of the quasistatic approximation;
this is justified, because the main contribution of the induced surface charge to the exciting field
on a given sphere, comes from the self-image and the image dipoles that are closest to it, and all
these are located at distances much less than the incident wavelength.

We consider also that the thickness of the “effective” film is much less than the wavelength of
the incident plane wave, thus one expects the effective permittivity to be anisotropic, because
the polarization process within the monolayer should be different in the directions parallel and
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perpendicular to the substrate. One defines the effective electric susceptibility tensor←→χ eff as the
relation between the macroscopic (average) polarization field ®P and the macroscopic (average)
electric field ®E , that is,

®P = ε0←→χ eff · ®E, (2)

where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, ←→χ eff = diag
[
χ
eff
| | , χ

eff
| | , χ

eff
⊥

]
, the subscripts | | and ⊥

denote directions parallel and perpendicular to the substrate, and we have further assumed, that on
the average, the monolayer is isotropic in directions parallel to the substrate. We are using SI units.
Now, in continuous electrodynamics the relationship between the effective electric susceptibility
←→χ eff and the effective dielectric response←→ε eff is given by←→ε eff = ε0

(←→
I +←→χ eff

)
, where←→I is

the unit tensor.
The idea now is to set up a mathematical model for the monolayer of particles on the substrate

in the presence of an external electric field oscillating at frequency ω, then calculate the average
induced dipole per unit volume and determine its relation with the average electric field ®E
within the monolayer, in order to identify←→χ eff. Notice that the calculation of ®P and ®E requires
the introduction of a characteristic thickness d of the monolayer. Since the calculation of the
average electric field ®E within the monolayer is not straightforward, we will first derive below
an approximate relationship between ®E and the external field ®Eext that will greatly simplify the
calculation of the effective response.
We first recall that at a planar interface the components of the electric field parallel to the

interface E | | , and the components of the displacement field perpendicular to the interface D⊥,
must be continuous, thus if we consider that the “effective” film is so thin that one can assume that
E | | and D⊥ do not change appreciably within the film, then one obtains a relationship between
macroscopic field ®E within the film and the field outside the film, that we will call the external
field, thus (

E | |, ε
eff
⊥ E⊥

)
≈

(
Eext
| | , εmEext

⊥

)
, (3)

where we have now assumed that the medium on top of the monolayer is not vacuum but rather a
non-absorptive material with permittivity εm, and it is from where the incident wave is coming
(external incidence). Actually, what we call here the external field is the incident field plus the
field reflected by the surface of the bare substrate, without the monolayer. We now assume that
the material on top of the monolayer is the same as the material outside the spheres within the
monolayer, and then use Eq. (3) together with

®P = εm←→χ eff · ®E (4)

and εm←→χ eff =←→ε eff−εm
←→
I , towrite the parallel and perpendicular components of the polarization

field, in terms of the components of the macroscopic electric field, that is,

P| | =
(
ε
eff
| | − εm

)
Eext
| | , (5)

P⊥ =

(
1 − εm

ε
eff
⊥

)
εmEext

⊥ . (6)

We now formulate a model to calculate ®P, by first regarding the monolayer as a collection of
N � 1 non-magnetic identical spheres randomly located, embedded in a non-absorptive material
with permittivity εm and sitting on top of planar non-magnetic substrate with permittivity εs; the
spheres have a radius a and permittivity εp . The substrate is regarded as a half space (z < 0) and
the position of the center of the particles on the XY plane is denoted by ®Rj . The system is set on
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the presence of an arbitrary external field ®Eext that oscillates at frequency ω and polarizes the
particles with wavelength λ, much larger than the typical separation between particles. The main
assumption is that on each particle a dipole moment ®pi is induced, and it is given by

®pi = εmαpol(ω)
[
®Eext +

N∑
j,i

←→ti j · ®pj +

N∑
j

←→ti j I ·
←→
M · ®pj

]
, (7)

where αpol is the frequency-dependent polarizability of the particles, further assumed to be
isotropic, and the expression in square brackets is the electric field that polarizes the i-th particle,
the so-called local (exciting) field. This local field is given by the sum of three terms: the first term
is the external field ®Eext, the second term is the field generated by all the induced dipoles, but the
i-th one ( j , i), and the third term is the field coming from the charges and currents induced on the
substrate. This induced field is calculated in the quasistatic approximation—radiation corrections
are neglected—as the fields generated by the dipoles induced in all other spheres and their
images, including the self-images; the geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here,←→ti j = ∇i∇j(1/Ri j)
corresponds to the dipole-dipole interaction tensor, and←→ti j I = ∇i∇j(1/R I

i j) corresponds to the
dipole-image dipole interaction tensor, with ®R I

i j =
®Ri j − 2a âz denoting the vector from the image

of the j-th particle to the i-th particle. Here←→M = A diag(−1,−1, 1), with A = (εs − εm)/(εs + εm),
takes account of the strength and direction of the image dipole.

Rij

RI
ij

i j

âx

âz

�2aâz

Fig. 1. Schematics of the supported spherical particles (yellow circles) forming the monolayer
and their images induced in the substrate (gray-dashed circles).

Now, one has to solve Eq. (7) for
{
®pi
}
with i = 1 . . . N , in terms of ®Eext, then take an average

to obtain the average dipole moment
〈
®p
〉
which can be related to the macroscopic polarization

vector through ®P = N
〈
®p
〉
/V , where V is the volume of the monolayer, and finally identify

←→ε eff using Eqs. (5) and (6). We do this in the Mean-Field Approximation (MFA), that is, one
substitutes ®pj by

〈
®p
〉
in Eq. (7), then take an average of the resulting equations, and one gets

〈px〉 = εmαpol

[
Eext
x +

N∑
j

〈←→ui j xx〉 〈px〉
]
, (8)

〈pz〉 = εmαpol

[
Eext
z +

N∑
j

〈←→ui j zz〉 〈pz〉] , (9)

where←→ui j = (1 − δi j)←→ti j +←→ti j I ·
←→
M and the averaging procedure considered here will be an

ensemble average over different configurations of the randomly located particles. We will also
restrict ourselves to isotropic ensembles with translational invariance, so the average obtained in
this way will be independent of position, and also 〈px〉 =

〈
py

〉
.



The next step is to calculate the averages of the components of the tensor←→ui j , solve for 〈px〉(
=

〈
py

〉)
and 〈pz〉 in terms of Eext

x and Eext
z , then calculate the components of the polarization

vector Px = N 〈px〉 /V and Pz = N 〈pz〉 /V , and using Eqs. (5) and (6) one obtains finally
expressions for εeffxx (= εeffyy) and εeffzz . Before displaying the results of this calculation, let us point
out that in the computation of the configurational average of the components of←→ui j the radial
distribution function (also called pair-correlation function) ρ(2)(Ri j) should come out, because
being ←→ui j a two-point function, one requires to know the probability of finding a particle at
®Rj given one fixed at ®Ri . The final expressions obtained, within the MFA, for the effective
permittivity of a disordered monolayer of identical spheres on the top of a substrate, are given
by [20]

ε
eff
xx

εm
= 1 +

2Θα̃pol
1 − A α̃pol

8 − Θα̃pol
1
2 (G − AGI )

, (10)

εm

ε
eff
zz

= 1 −
2Θα̃pol

1 − A α̃pol
4 + Θα̃pol (G + AGI )

, (11)

where Θ is the surface coverage, α̃pol ≡ αpol/(4πa3) = (εp − εm)/(εp + 2εm) is the normalized
polarizability of a sphere of radius a, A = (εs − εm)/(εs + εm) is the strength of the image dipoles
defined above, with εs the permittivity of the substrate. Also,

G =
∫ ∞

0

ρ(2)(2ax)
x2 dx, (12)

GI =

∫ ∞

0
ρ(2)(2ax)

x
(
x2 − 2

)(
x2 + 1

)5/2 dx, (13)

where ρ(2)(x) is the radial distribution function. Given a reference particle at the origin, this
function is proportional to the probability of finding a particle in a spherical shell of radius r and
width dr. In a system, like ours, homogeneous and isotropic “on the average”, this function is
independent of the location of the reference particle. The expressions given by Eqs. (10) and (11)
are adequate for the case of incidence from the monolayer’s side, that is, when the particles in
the monolayer are embedded in a material with permittivity εm and the incident wave comes
from that side (external incidence). Note that the presence of the image dipoles in the right hand
side of Eqs. (10) and (11) appears in the two terms in the denominators that are multiplied by
the quantity A. One is either Aα̃/8 or Aα̃/4 (depending on the component x or z, respectively),
coming from the self-image of the induced dipoles, and the other is the one with the factor AGI .
One can also see that the presence of the self-image remains even in the dilute limit Θα̃pol � 1.

In case of incidence from the substrate’s side (internal incidence), that is, when the incident wave
comes from the medium below the monolayer—assuming obviously a transparent substrate—,
and the particles are embedded within the medium above, one can follow the same reasoning as
above and conclude that Eqs. (10) and (11) remain valid if one replaces in them εm ↔ εs and
multiplies the second term in the right hand side of Eq. (11) by εs/εm.
For the calculation of the integrals in Eqs. (12) and (13), we choose, ρ(2) as

ρ(2)(r) =
{

0 r < 2a
1 r ≥ 2a, (14)

the so called hole-correlation, that is valid in the dilute regime. This choice assumes that having
the reference sphere fixed in a certain location, it cannot be overlapped by another sphere (hard
spheres), but the other sphere has otherwise the same probability of being anywhere else. In
this case the integrals in Eqs. (12) and (13) can be readily done yielding G = 1 and GI =

√
2/4.
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This is a simplifying choice but we have checked that more realistic options yield, essentially,
the same results. For example, we have taken the hard-disk radial distribution function reported
in [28], for a surface coverage of 0.346, obtaining for the integrals in Eqs. (12) and (13) the values
G = 1.04635 and GI = 0.34067. Nevertheless, the reflectivity calculations with these values,
for this coverage, give results that are indistinguishable from the ones obtained for this same
coverage, with the values corresponding to the hole-correlation, that is, G = 1 and GI = 0.35355.
Thus, we expect that our final results are not sensitive to our simplifying hole-correlation choice.

2.3. Reflection amplitudes

In this section we calculate the expression for the reflection amplitude for both the MGM
and the 2D-DM using Fresnel’s formulas for a three-layer system. Let us consider first the
case of incidence from the substrate side (internal incidence) and consider that the colloidal
particles forming the monolayer are spherical with radius a, and randomly located on top of a
non-absorptive substrate (medium 1), say glass, with dielectric response ε1 (real), and embedded
in a medium (medium 3) with dielectric response ε3 (see Fig. 2). Then one assumes that a plane
wave oscillating with frequency ω and wavevector ®k1 is incident from the substrate side at an
angle of incidence θ1. If we place the êz axis perpendicular to the monolayer with the origin at
the interface between media 1 and 3, one can regard this system as a three-layer system where
layer 1 occupies the region z < 0, layer 2 the region 0 < z < 2a and layer 3 the region z > 2a
(see Fig. 2).

medium 1

medium 2

medium 3

~k1
✓1

z < 0

0 < z < 2a

z > 2a

2a

✏1(!)

✏3(!)

~k2 âx

âz

Fig. 2. Schematics of the three-layer system illuminated from the substrate side, internal
incidence configuration, with wavevector ®k1 at an angle of incidence θi respect to the normal
to the monolayer direction âz .

Now, in order to calculate the reflection amplitude r123, defined as the amplitude of the reflected
electric field Er in medium 1 over the amplitude of the incident field Ei , one simply uses the
Fresnel’s formula for a three-layer system (see for example [26]), that is,

r123 =
r12 + r23 exp[2ik2zd]
1 + r12r23 exp[2ik2zd], (15)

where d = 2a and r12 and r23 are the reflection amplitudes for the interface between media 1 and
2 and between media 2 and 3, respectively, and k2z is the z component of the wavevector of the
electromagnetic wave in layer 2.

2.3.1. Maxwell Garnett model

In the MGM the colloidal monolayer is usually replaced by a film of thickness 2a—a not firmly
justified choice—(medium 2, see Fig. 2) with an effective dielectric response, which we denote
by ε2 and it is given by εeffMG

in Eq. (1).



The Fresnel’s reflection amplitudes for interfaces between media i and j are given by

r s
i j =

kiz − k jz

kiz + k jz
and r p

ij =
εj kiz − εik jz

εj kiz + εik jz
, (16)

where the superscripts in ri j denote s or p polarization. Here kiz (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes the
z component of the wavevector given by the corresponding dispersion relation in medium
i (i = 1, 2, 3) and given by

kiz = k0

√
ε̃i − ε̃1 sin2 θ1, i = 1, 2, 3, (17)

where k0 is the wavevector in vacuum, ε̃i = εi/ε0, ε̃1 = ε1/ε0 and θ1 is the angle between ®k1 and
êz . To calculate r123 for a given polarization, one simply substitutes in Eq. (15) the corresponding
ri j .

2.3.2. 2D dipole model

The calculation of the reflection amplitudes for incidence from the substrate side, in the 2D-DM,
follows a very similar procedure as the one described above for the MGM. The objective is the
calculation of r123 and one uses the same formula given in Eq. (15). The only difference is that
in the 2D-DM the effective permittivity of the monolayer, medium 2, has a tensorial character
←→ε2 = diag(εeffxx, εeffxx, εeffzz ), where εeffxx and εeffzz are given by Eqs. (10) and (11), and for the choice of
a hole-correlation as the radial distribution function [Eq. (14)], they can be written as

ε
eff
xx

ε3
= 1 +

2Θα̃pol

1 − A α̃pol
8 − Θα̃pol

1
2

(
1 − A

√
2

4

) , (18)

ε3

ε
eff
zz

= 1 −
2Θα̃pol

1 − A α̃pol
4 + Θα̃pol

(
1 + A

√
2

4

) ε3
ε1
, (19)

where α̃pol = (εp − ε3)/(εp + 2ε3) and A = (ε1 − ε3)/(ε1 + ε3).
When the reflection amplitudes r12 and r23 are calculated taking account the tensorial character

of←→ε2 one obtains

r s
12 =

k1z − k s
2z

k1z + k s
2z

and r p
12 =

ε
eff
xxk1z − ε1k p

2z

ε
eff
xxk1z + ε1k p

2z

, (20)

r s
23 =

k s
2z − k3z

k s
2z + k3z

and r p
23 =

ε3k p
2z − ε

eff
xxk3z

ε3k p
2z + ε

eff
xxk3z

, (21)

where k s
2z = k0

√
ε̃
eff
xx − ε̃1 sin2 θ1 and k p

2z = k0

√
ε̃
eff
xx − γ ε̃1 sin2 θ1. Here γ is the anisotropy factor

defined as γ ≡ εeffxx/εeffzz and ε̃effxx = ε
eff
xx/ε0. Finally, to calculate r123 for a given polarization (s or

p), one substitutes in Eq. (15) the corresponding values of r12, r23 and k2z given in Eqs. (18)-(21).

3. Multiple-scattering approach

If particles in a disordered monolayer are not small compared to the wavelength of the incident
light, one cannot approximate the field scattered by any of the particles as that radiated by an
oscillating electric dipole. In general, higher order multipoles are induced in the particles and the
mathematical complexity for solving the multiple-scattering equations increases considerably [29].
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As the scattering efficiency of the particles in a monolayer increases, the so-called fluctuating
(diffuse) component of light becomes important. But let us recall, that the total field in the
presence of the monolayer can be split into an average (coherent) component, that travels in
a well-defined directions, and a fluctuating (diffuse) component, that travels in all different
directions. Here we will restrict our attention to the reflection and transmission of only the
coherent component, and with this restriction one is able to define, in the usual way, reflection
and transmission amplitudes or coefficients, that are referred to as coherent. If one considers
monolayers with low surface coverage it is then possible to make valid approximations that lead
to simple expressions of considerable value in many applications.

In fact, for dilute monolayers of spherical particles of arbitrary size, the strategy is to calculate
first the coherent reflection and transmission coefficients for a free standing monolayer, and then
introduce the substrate by taking into account multiple reflections of the coherent field between
the substrate’s interface and the monolayer of particles. In this way one eludes dealing with the
explicit contribution of the image particles which is mathematically cumbersome when particles
are not small enough. This strategy is consistent with the effective-field approximation, in which
particles are assumed to be excited by the average field, an approximation valid for a low volume
density of scatterers. In other words, the local field and the average field are assumed to be
approximately equal, and this takes into account multiple-scattering effects, although in a rather
limited way.
Following the above-mentioned strategy and assumptions, a multiple-scattering model was

developed few years ago for the coherent reflection and transmission of light from a disordered
monolayer of identical spheres [21]. By coherent reflection and transmission coefficient we mean
the reflection and transmission coefficients of the coherent wave, and by coherent wave we mean
the configurational average of the electromagnetic waves. We refer to this model as the coherent
scattering model (CSM) starting from rigorous multiple-scattering theory. In [21], a formal and
lengthy derivation of the reflection and transmission coefficients for this model was given. For
future reference, here we present a simpler but heuristic derivation of the same formulas obtained
in [21].

3.1. A simple derivation of the CSM for a free standing monolayer

Let us suppose a plane wave incident into a dilute ensemble of identical spherical particles of
radius a and electric permittivity εp, whose centers are randomly distributed in space within a
slab of thickness d. Let us assume the lateral dimensions of the slab are very large compared to
the size of the particles and wavelength of radiation, and define the volume filling fraction f as
the ratio of the volume occupied by all the particles divided by the volume of the slab. By taking
the limit d → 0, the system becomes a random monolayer of particles as discussed above. Let us
assume a plane wave is incident to the slab of particles and place our coordinate system as shown
in Fig. 3.
Within the Single Scattering Approximation (SSA), the coherent reflected and transmitted

waves, outside the region of space occupied by the particles, are given by [30]〈
®E t
scat

〉
= − ®E0αS(0), (22)

〈
®E r
scat

〉
= − ®E0α

sin
(
k i
z d

)
k i
z d

Sn (π − 2θi) , (23)

where < ... > means weighted average over all allowed configurations, ®E0 is the vector amplitude
of the incident electric wave, k iz is the z component of the incident wavevector, θi is the angle of
incidence, n = 1 or 2 for either s or p polarization, S1(θ) and S2(θ) are the diagonal elements of the
amplitude scattering matrix of an isolated spherical particle embedded in the matrix, as defined
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of a plane wave incident on a random slab of particles of
thickness d. The centers of the particles are restricted to lie within the slab. The dashed
line indicates the plane that divides the slab in two equal halves. On the average, half of
the particles are in the upper slab and half on the lower slab. The origin of coordinates is
placed on the plane at the middle of the slab and the z axis points towards the transmission
hemisphere.

in [31], and S(0) ≡ S1(θ = 0) = S2(θ = 0) is the so-called forward scattering amplitude. The
functions S1(θ) and S2(θ) can be calculated using the Mie solution of the scattering problem [31].
The factor α is given by

α =
km d
cos θi

3 f
2x3

m

, (24)

where km = k0nm is the wavenumber of light in the medium surrounding the particles (the matrix)
and xm = kma is the so-called size parameter. The coherent reflection coefficient of a disordered
and dilute monolayer of particles in the SSA is obtained by dividing the coherently-scattered
field in the reflection hemisphere, by the amplitude of the incident wave; whereas the coherent
transmission coefficient is obtained by adding the incident wave and the coherently scattered
field in the transmission hemisphere, and then dividing by the amplitude of the incident wave.
Then one takes the limit d → 0 and obtains

tcoh = 1 − αS(0), (25)

rcoh = −αSn(π − 2θi). (26)

In the limit d → 0 one can write that the volume filling fraction f = (4a)/(3d)Θ, where Θ is the
surface coverage by the particles (2Nπa)/A. Then α can be written as

α =
2Θ

x2
m cos θi

, (27)

where Θ = N(πa2)/A is the surface coverage.
Clearly, both coefficients in the SSA, Eqs. (25) and (26), diverge as the angle of incidence

approaches grazing, because α → ∞ when θi → π/2. This means that the SSA is limited to
small angles of incidence. Also, the transmission coefficient in the SSA is flawed even in the
dilute limit since its magnitude square can be larger than unity when particles are small compared
to the wavelength [21, 32].
To correct the flaws of the SSA we must take into account the contributions of at least some

multiple-scattering effects on the calculation of the field exciting the particles. We can do this on
an average way, by dividing artificially the space occupied by the slab of particles, in two thinner
slabs and solving self-consistently for the average field on the plane between them. In this way,
any given particle will be illuminated on the average by the fields scattered by all other particles,
in addition to the incident field.



To this end we assume that in-between the half-slabs the average wave consists of two plane
waves. One traveling in the direction of incidence, and the other one traveling in the specular
direction, as shown in Fig. 3. We then write the field exciting the particles, as

®Eexc = E+exc exp[ i ®k i · ®r ] êi + E−exc exp[ i ®kr · ®r ] êr, (28)

where ®k i = km sin θi âx + km cos θi âz , ®kr = km sin θi âx − km cos θi âz , where â are the unit
vectors along the corresponding cartesian axes, and the unit vectors êi and êr are the polarization
vectors of the incident and specularly reflected waves, respectively. These can be for either s
or p polarization. If we assume that both halves of the slab of particles (each of thickness d/2)
are excited by these two waves, then we may calculate the average scattered fields at the plane
in-between the half-slabs (the plane z = 0) and require self-consistency as clarified below.
To calculate the average fields at any point in space we must sum the incident field plus the

average of the fields radiated by all the particles in the whole slab. Ignoring now the actual size
of the particles, and assuming these are point Mie scatterers, the radiated fields can be readily
calculated at any point in space within the slab of particles (except within the point particles).
This is done by assuming that independently of the location of the spheres, there are only two
directions in which the scattered fields interfere constructively, thus the two exciting plane waves
in Eq. (28) are, on the average, the only fields incident on any of the particles. We then use
the formulas derived for the SSA, Eqs. (25) and (26), for each of the two half-slabs. We also
consider the particles as point particles, which can be done if the system is dilute [30,33]. This is
equivalent to disregard the statistical correlation between the position of the particles due to their
finite size and for this reason the radial distribution function does not appear in the final formulas.
At the plane z = 0 (see Fig. 3) the average field traveling in the direction of incidence, ®E+exc,

is given by the incident field plus the fields radiated by the upper half-slab in the direction
of incidence. These latter radiated fields can be calculated as those that would be transmitted
and reflected from the upper half-slab of particles (− d

2 < z < 0), in the single-scattering
approximation, as if a plane wave ®E+exc exp[ i ®k i · ®r ] êi were incident from above and a plane wave
®E−exc exp[ i ®kr · ®r ] êr were incident from below. Similarly, we calculate the average field traveling
in the specular direction, ®E−exc, at z = 0 as the fields that would be transmitted and reflected from
the lower half-slab of particles (0 < z < d

2 ) in the single-scattering approximation, as if a plane
wave ®E+exc exp[ i ®k i · ®r ] êi were incident from above and a plane wave ®E−exc exp[ i ®kr · ®r ] êr were
incident from below. We now require the average field at z = 0 to be equal to the exciting filed.
This is the so-called effective-field approximation [34]. We then get the following consistency
equations:

®E+exc exp[ i ®k i · ®r ] âi =
[
E0 −

1
2
αS(0)E+exc −

1
2
αSn(π − 2θi)E−exc

]
exp[ i ®k i · ®r ] êi (29)

and
®E−exc exp[ i ®kr · ®r ] âr =

[
−1

2
αSn(π − 2θi)E+exc −

1
2
αS(0)E−exc

]
exp[ i ®kr · ®r ] êr, (30)

where the factor 1/2 multiplying α is because the thickness of the upper and lower slabs is half
that of the full slab (and thus, on the average, half of the particles belong to one slab and the other
half belong to the other slab). In deriving Eqs. (29) and (30) we used the fact that a plane wave
traveling in the incidence direction, when reflected by a slab of particles, changes its polarization
from êi to êr , and a plane wave, when traveling in the specular direction, when reflected, changes
its polarization vector from êr to êi . Solving Eqs. (29) and (30) yields

®E+exc =
1 + 1

2αSn(0)
1 + αS(0) + 1

4α
2
[
S2(0) − S2

n(π − 2θi)
] E0 (31)
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and
®E−exc =

− 1
2αSn(π − 2θi)

1 + αS(0) + 1
4α

2
[
S2(0) − S2

n(π − 2θi)
] E0. (32)

To calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients of the average wave, the so-called
coherent reflection and transmission coefficients, we need to calculate the average fields outside
the slab of particles. Wemust sum the incident field and the average radiated fields (or equivalently
scattered fields). These can be readily calculated assuming that the two plane waves given in Eqs.
(29) and (30) are exciting all the particles in the whole slab of particles of thickness d and using
the formulas derived for the SSA, Eqs. (25) and (26). The total transmitted and reflected average
fields are obtained as

®E t
coh =

®E i +

〈
®E t
scat(z >

d
2
)
〉

(33)

=

[
E0 − E+exc

α

cos θi
S(0) − E−exc

α

cos θi
Sn(π − 2θi)

]
exp[ i ®k i · ®r ] êi, (34)

®E r
coh =

〈
®E r
scat(z < −

d
2
)
〉

(35)

=

[
−E+exc

α

cos θi
Sn(π − 2θi) − E−exc

α

cos θi
S(0)

]
exp[ i ®kr · ®r ] êr, (36)

where n = 1 or 2 for s or p polarization andwe used the SSA formulas, Eqs. (25) and (26), assuming
k iz d � 1. The coherent reflection and transmission coefficients are given by rcoh = Er

coh/E0 and
tcoh = E t

coh/E0.
Now we can take the limit d → 0 and α takes the form given in Eq. (27). Then, the coherent

reflection and transmission coefficients for a monolayer of particles are given by

rcoh =
−αSn(π − 2θi)

1 + αS(0) + 1
4α

2
[
S2(0) − S2

n(π − 2θi)
] (37)

and

tcoh =
1 − 1

4α
2 [

S2(0) − S2
n(π − 2θi)

]
1 + αS(0) + 1

4α
2
[
S2(0) − S2

n(π − 2θi)
] . (38)

These coefficients are expected to be accurate only in the dilute limit but for arbitrary particle
size and angle of incidence.

3.2. Introducing the substrate

Now let us suppose the particles are located on a flat interface between two media, namely,
medium 1 and medium 3 (see Fig. 2). Within the same approximations already made to derive
the coherent reflection and transmission coefficients, we can see the monolayer as an effective
surface (i.e., an infinitely thin slab) with reflection and transmission coefficients given by Eqs.
(37) and (38) and located one particle radius a away from the interface. Then we can calculate the
multiple reflections between the monolayer’s effective plane and the interface between medium
1 and 3. Since the radius of the particles can be comparable or larger than the wavelength of
radiation we should take into account the phase delay of the average wave as it travels between
the interface and the monolayer’s effective surface. There are two different cases one can consider.
Namely, the particles can be on the side of incidence or they can be on the transmission side. That
is, viewing the system from the incidence side, the particles can be before or after the interface.
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If particles are located before the interface, we get [21],

r(θi) = rcoh(θi) +
r13(θi) t2

coh(θi) exp[iβ1]
1 − r13(θi) rcoh(θi) exp[iβ1]

, (39)

where β1 = 2k0an1 cos θi and r13(θi) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the interface between
medium 1 and 3 for the corresponding polarization (either s or p). In the latter formula rcoh(θi)
and tcoh(θi) should be calculated for a monolayer of particles embedded in a medium of refractive
index n1.

If particles are located after the interface, then the incident wave gets refracted at the interface
according with Snell’s law and illuminates the particles at an angle

θt = arcsin
(

n1
n2

sin θi
)
. (40)

Then we obtain [21]
r(θi) =

r13(θi) + rcoh(θt ) exp[iβ2]
1 + r13(θi) rcoh(θt ) exp[iβ2]

, (41)

where β2 = 2k0an3 cos θt and rcoh(θi) should be calculated for a monolayer of particles embedded
in a refractive index n3.
Equations (39) and (41) do not take into account possible local corrections to the exciting

fields on the particles due to their proximity to the substrate’s interface. These corrections may be
important at low angles of incidence and for very large particles (see Ref. [35]). Nevertheless Eq.
(37) through (41) were extended to polydisperse system of particles in [36] and used to compare
theoretical calculations with experimental curves of the reflectivity and transmissivity of a flat
interface covered by a polydisperse monolayer of highly scattering particles. The comparison
showed a very good agreement even for moderately dense monolayers, despite the model was
derived from approximations valid only in the dilute limit.

4. Comparison between models: CSM, MGM and 2D-DM

In this section we present calculations of the coherent reflectance of a surface covered by a
disordered monolayer of spherical particles using the three models reviewed in the previous
sections: the Coherent Scattering Model (CSM), the 2D-dipole model (2D-DM) and the Maxwell
Garnett thin film model (MGM). For comparison purposes we include, in addition, graphs of
the reflectivity of a surface covered by a thin homogenous film (ThF) of the same material of
which the particles forming the monolayer are made of, and with a thickness such that it has the
same volume of material as the particles in the monolayer. Here we will refer to the coherent
reflectance also as the reflectivity [37].

For all our examples here we chose gold [38] as the particles’ material since it exhibit the effects
of the surface plasmon resonance, which is currently of interest in many applications [39,40]. We
also assumed p polarized light (TM polarization), since we demonstrated recently, in reflectance
experiments [13, 25], that in this polarization one obtains the best sensitivity for the detection
and characterization of particles forming the monolayer.
For all the following figures presented in this section, except in the last one (Fig. 10), the

particles are assumed to be adsorbed on a glass-air interface. The refractive index of air was
taken as 1 for all wavelengths considered and the refractive index of glass was assumed to that
of BK7 glass [41] (a common glass used in many optical elements). We present graphs of the
reflectivity for two different configurations: one in which the particles are in front of the interface
and the incidence medium is air (external-incidence configuration); and another one in which
the particles are behind the interface and the incidence medium is glass (internal-incidence
configuration).
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We plot the reflectivity versus, either the angle of incidence, the wavelength of the incident
radiation, the particles’ radii or the surface coverage, for fixed values of all other parameters. The
purpose of comparing the reflectivity predicted by each model is two-fold. On the one hand, if all
of them were derived on soundly physical grounds, they should coincide at least qualitatively (for
small spherical particles and in the dilute limit), and verifying this should endorse their assertive
use in different applications. On the other hand, when the particles are not small enough to be
modelled as induced dipoles or when the surface coverage is not small compared to one, the
different models should deviate from each other, and thus we should obtain a rough idea of the
validity of each model. In all our graphs we also include the reflectivity of the bare interface as a
reference in order to perceive the effect on the particles of the reflectivity of the surface.
In Fig. 4, we plot the reflectivity of an air-glass interface covered by a disordered monolayer

with a 5% surface coverage and at a wavelength of 540 nm, which is close to the dipolar plasmon
resonance of the spherical gold particles, for both internal and external configurations, left and
right columns in Fig. 4, respectively. We also considered two different radius of the identical
nanoparticles forming the monolayer: 10 nm and 30 nm, corresponding to the top and bottom
rows in Fig. 4, respectively. We are aware that 30 nm might be too big for the models that consider
only a dipolar component of the induced charge; nevertheless, here we want to explore how
far can we go in particle size and still obtain reasonable results, when compared with a model
that takes the full multipolar contributions. At first glance, we appreciate that the effect of the
nanoparticles is noticeable only in an internal-reflection configuration and behind the critical
angle (about 41◦ angle of incidence), see Fig. 4(a) and 4(c), a fact that we highlighted in previous
published work [13, 25]. In this case, if we remove the particles from the interface we would
have a total internal reflection, and thus this situation may be referred as frustrated total internal
reflection. All models considered deviate from each other, although qualitatively the CSM, the
2D-DM and the MGM have the same behavior. The ThF curve has a different curvature just
behind the critical angle, thus having a different qualitative behavior, see Fig. 4(a) and 4(c). In an
external reflection configuration [Fig. 4(b) and 4(d)], we see that the effect of the particles is
hardly detectable for this surface coverage.
In Fig. 5 we plot the calculated reflectivity spectra for the different models with the same

parameters as for Fig. 4, i.e., surface coverage of 5%, both internal (left column) and external
(right column) configurations, two particle radii, 10 nm (top row) and 30 nm (bottom row), but in
this case at normal incidence (θi = 0). The general trend for all cases in Fig. 5 is that the CSM,
the 2D-DM and the MGM, have the same qualitative behavior, whereas the ThF calculation is
qualitatively very different. For the internal configuration, in Fig. 5(a) and 5(c), it is interesting to
note that the dipolar surface plasmon resonance is seen as a dip in the reflectivity spectra at around
520 nm, while for the external configuration, Fig. 5(b) and 5(d), is seen as a peak with a slight blue
shift compared with the dip for internal configuration. It is also interesting that the reflectivity is
generally below that of the bare surface except for a wavelength range around the surface plasmon
resonance in an external reflection configuration, and only for the smaller particle radius of 10
nm. In fact the shape of the curves in an external reflection configuration is qualitatively very
different for particles of 10 nm radii than for particles with 30 nm radii. This can be understood
considering that small nanoparticles basically scatters light isotropically while large particles
scatters light predominately towards the incidence direction, called forward scattering. So, one
will expect a higher reflectivity coming from a monolayer of small nanoparticles than from a
monolayer with larger ones. Nevertheless, in all cases the three monolayer models considered,
(CSM, 2D-DM and MGM) predict basically the same reflectivity curves, and differ drastically
from the thin-film model.
In Fig. 6 we plot the reflectivity spectra for the same parameters and configurations as in Fig.

5 (i.e., surface coverage of 5% and particles of radii of 10 nm and 30 nm), but for an angle
of incidence of θi = 45◦, which is larger than the critical angle of the glass-air interface, thus
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Fig. 4. Reflectivity as a function of the angle of incidence θi for fixed wavelength of 540
nm and surface coverage of 5%, for p (TM) polarization, and two different radius of the
nanoparticles forming the monolayer and for both configurations: internal configuration for
a radius of (a) 10 nm and (c) 30 nm, and external configuration for a radius of (b) 10 nm and
(d) 30 nm. Inset in (b) applies to all the plots in this figure.

this case corresponds to frustrated total internal reflection. In this case, it is evident that the
effect of the nanoparticles forming the monolayer, on the absolute value of the reflectance, is
stronger for a total internal-reflection configuration, Fig. 6(a) and 6(c), than for the external
configuration, Fig. 6(b) and 6(d). Qualitatively, the three monolayer models predict the same
behavior but, quantitatively they deviate from each other noticeably. Particularly, in an internal
reflection configuration and around the dipolar surface plasmon resonance wavelength (around
520 nm) and smaller wavelengths, the difference between the models is magnified. Also, note
that the CSM model decays more steeply as the wavelength decreases than the other two models.
The reason is that for the smaller wavelength the relative size of the particles compared to
the wavelengths is larger and scattering becomes more important. In these examples the ThF
calculations are completely off those with the three monolayer models. In particular, in an external
reflection configuration the ThF calculations predict a reflectivity above that of the bare substrate
whereas the three monolayer models predict a reflectivity below that of the substrate, for all the
wavelengths considered in the graphs.

To inspect the behavior of the three models with the size of the nanoparticles forming the
monolayer, we plot the reflectivity versus the radius of the particles in Fig. 7, at a fixed wavelength
of 540 nm and maintaining a constant surface coverage fraction of 5%. This means that the
number density of particles increases as the particle radius decreases. In general, one can see that
as the particles radii tend to zero the reflectivity tends to that of the bare surface for all models.
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Fig. 5. Reflectivity spectra for normal incidence and surface coverage of 5%, for two different
radius of the nanoparticles forming the monolayer and for both configurations: internal
configuration for a radius of (a) 10 nm and (c) 30 nm, and external configuration for a radius
of (b) 10 nm and (d) 30 nm. Inset in (b) applies to all the plots in this figure.

The CSM deviates strongly from the 2D-DM and the MGM calculations as the particle radius
increases, although for and external-refection configuration, Fig. 7(b) and 7(d), this happens
only for particles with radii larger than about 40 nm, which may be regarded already as large
particles. In an internal-reflection configuration and for normal incidence, Fig. 7(a), the CSM
deviates clearly for radii larger than 20 nm and for an angle of incidence of 45◦, Fig. 7(c), all three
models deviate from each other noticeably right from the beginning. In an external reflection
configuration, Fig. 7(b) and 7(d), the ThF calculation is above the reflectivity of the bare substrate
whereas those with the models are below, for all particle radii considered.

In Figs. 8 and 9 we plot the reflectivity versus the surface coverage at a fixed wavelength of
540 nm, for particles of radius of 10 nm (Fig. 8) and 30 nm (Fig. 9), for both internal-reflection
configuration (left column) and external-reflection configuration (right column), and two angles
of incidence: 0◦ (top row) and 45◦ (bottom row). We can appreciate that the models deviate from
each other strongly for the case of frustrated total internal reflection and less for the other cases
considered. The ThF curves are way off those of the monolayer models particularly for the cases
where there would be partial surface reflection in the absence of the particles. It is interesting to
note in Fig. 8(b) and 8(d), as well as in all the graphs of Fig. 9, that the reflectivity predicted by
the monolayer models start decreasing as the surface coverage increases, but at some point the
curves reach a minimum and start increasing as the surface coverage increases further, and in
some cases it can cross that of the bare substrate [Fig. 8(b) and 8(d)].

In Figs. 4-9 we confirm that the CSM deviates from the 2D-DM and the MGM when the radius
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Fig. 6. Reflectivity spectra for an angle of incidence θi = 45◦ and surface coverage of 5%,
for p (TM) polarization, and two different radii of the nanoparticles forming the monolayer
and for both configurations: internal-reflectance configuration for a radius of (a) 10 nm and
(c) 30 nm, and external-reflectance configuration for a radius of (b) 10 nm and (d) 30 nm.
Inset in (a) applies to all the plots in this figure.

of the nanoparticles forming the monolayer is large. This is expected since the 2D-DM and the
MGM consider the particles as induced electric dipoles, whereas the CSM takes into account
induced multipoles, both electric and magnetic. Thus, for small surface coverages when the CSM
deviates from the other two models, we may assume that the validity of the latter ones is reaching
their limits. On the other hand, for small particles, as the surface coverage increases the 2D-DM
and the MGM move apart from the CSM. Since the corrections to the local field are better taken
in the 2D-DM and the MGM models than in the CSM, one expects the first two models to be
valid at moderately high surface coverage, thus this departure indicates that the CSM is reaching
its limits of validity. We can also appreciate in Figs. 4-9 that the 2D-DM and the MGM follow
each other closely except in the cases of frustrated total internal reflection, where they behave
qualitatively similar but deviate quantitatively from each other. This result is rather surprising
since, besides some intrinsic differences in the effective electric permittivity in the MGM and the
2D-DM, the former one does not include the effects of the images of the particles. This means
that the effects of the images are not strong in the examples considered. From Figs. 4-9 we can
see that, in general, the influence of the gold nanoparticles on the surface’s reflectance is larger
in an internal-reflection configuration than in an external-reflection configuration. If we define
the sensitivity as the rate of change of the reflectance with respect to the surface coverage of
the particles, we then may say that an internal-reflection configuration is more sensitive to the
deposition of nanoparticles than an external-reflection configuration.
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Fig. 7. Reflectivity versus the radius of the particles forming the monolayer, at a fixed
wavelength of 540 nm and surface coverage of 5%, for p (TM) polarization, and two different
angles of incidence and for both configurations: internal-reflectance configuration for an
angle of (a) θi = 0 and (c) θi = 45◦, and external-reflectance configuration for an angle of
(b) θi = 0 and (d) θi = 45◦. Inset in (d) applies to all the plots in this figure.

To exhibit more clearly the effects of the particles’ images on the substrate included in the
2D-DM, we consider a highly reflecting substrate, such as a metallic one. In this case only the
external-reflection configuration will be physically viable. In Fig. 10 we plot the reflectivity versus
the angle of incidence for a monolayer of gold nanoparticles (dielectric function taken from [38]),
of 10 nm radius, adsorbed at an air-silver interface (Ag dielectric function taken from [38]). We
assume a 10% surface coverage and a wavelength near the dipolar surface plasmon resonance of
the particles of around 540 nm. The plots were calculated with the 2D-DM including the particles’
images and excluding them. We also include the base substrate’s reflectivity for comparison. We
can appreciate in Fig. 10 noticeable differences between the calculations with and without the
images. Nevertheless, these differences are not very strong and the qualitative behavior of both
curves is quite similar. For other substrates considered such as silicon or titanium dioxide (not
shown), the differences were basically unnoticeable. We may then conclude that the differences
observed in Figs. 4-9 between the 2D-DM and the MGM are due to the 2D geometry and not to
the images included in the 2D-DM.

5. Discussion

We can estimate that for small plasmonic particles of radii up to about 20 or 30 nm and a surface
coverage up to about 30%, the 2D-DM model with the hole-correlation function is expected to be
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Fig. 8. Reflectivity versus the surface coverage, at a fixed wavelength of 540 nm and radius
of the particles forming the monolayer of 10 nm for p (TM) polarization, and two different
angles of incidence and for both configurations: internal-reflectance configuration for an
angle of (a) θi = 0 and (c) θi = 45◦, and external-reflectance configuration for an angle of
(b) θi = 0 and (d) θi = 45◦. Inset in (b) applies to all the plots in this figure.

accurate. For larger particles, the 2D-DM should lose accuracy and the CSM should be a better
choice, however, only for smaller surface coverages of about 10% or less. From the comparisons
presented above we know now that the MGM should also be accurate in cases where the 2D-DM
is expected to be accurate and the substrate is not highly reflective, since both models follow
each other closely in these cases. From the figures presented in the previous section we can see
that the 2D-DM and the CSM coincide for small particles (less than 25 nm in radius) and small
surface coverage (less than 5%). Thus, for smaller particles and smaller surface coverages we can
use any of the three models indistinctly.

As already said, to further test the validity of the three models in different scenarios, we could
compare their predictions with experimental measurements. A difficult aspect of an experimental
test is the fabrication of reproducible samples, with well-characterized particle size and surface
coverage over a large enough area, to facilitate experimental measurements of reflectivity at
any desired angle of incidence. Assuming such samples are available, from Figs. 4-9 we can
identify some attractive configurations to perform experiments, or may be also, “exact” numerical
simulations. We can assume that the reflectivity in any case can be measured without much
difficulty with an accuracy and precision of 1% or better.

One experimental configuration of interest is the external reflectivity at or about 45◦ angle of
incidence and for particles of 10 nm radius. From Fig. 8 one can see that in this case the 2D-DM
and MGM predict a reflectivity larger than that of the bare substrate when the surface coverage
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Fig. 9. Reflectivity versus the surface coverage, at a fixed wavelength of 540 nm and radius
of the particles forming the monolayer of 30 nm for p (TM) polarization, and two different
angles of incidence and for both configurations: internal configuration for an angle of (a)
θi = 0 and (c) θi = 45◦, and external configuration for an angle of (b) θi = 0 and (d)
θi = 45◦. Inset in (b) applies to all the plots in this figure.

approaches 20%, whereas the CSMpredicts a lower reflectivity. 20% of surface coverage is already
not “dilute” so one should expect the CSM to be wrong and the 2D-DM and MGM to be right,
but an experimental verification is necessary. Also the relative differential reflectivity between the
2D-DM and MGM is large enough to be differentiated in an experimental measurement (about
100%). By relative differential reflectivity we mean the difference in reflectivity of the interface
with and without the plasmonic nanoparticles and normalized by the bare substrate’s reflectivity.
At this same angle of incidence but for an internal reflection configuration, the divergence in
relative differential reflectivity between the three models is large enough to be distinguished
experimentally (about 5% between the 2D-DM and MGM and 15% between the MGM and the
CSM).

We also propose to measure the reflectivity of a glass interface partially covered by plasmonic
monolayer of particles with radii in the range between 80 nm and 100 nm at normal incidence and
in an internal reflection configuration. From Fig. 7 one can see that in this case the CSM predicts
a reflectivity above that of the substrate whereas the other two models predict a lower reflectivity.
In this same configuration but for particles of radii around 60 nm and for an angle of incidence
of 45◦ the differences in reflectivity between the three models are large enough to be measured
experimentally (about 10% between the 2D-DM and MGM and 50% between the MGM and
the CSM). Additionally, for particles of about 60 nm radius, but now in an external reflection
configuration and at 45◦ angle of incidence, the difference in relative differential reflectivity
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Fig. 10. Reflectivity versus the angle of incidence for a monolayer formed with gold
(dielectric function taken from [38]) nanoparticles of 10 nm in radius, embedded in air and
supported onto a silver substrate (dielectric function taken from [38]), illuminated with
a fixed wavelength of 540 nm and surface coverage of 10%, for p polarization, using the
2D-DM considering images (continuous curve) and without them (long-dashed curve).

between the CSM and the other two models is more than 100% and should be easily measured
with an acceptable sample.

By looking at Figs. 4 and 6 we can identify two other attractive experiments to be performed,
both with samples of particles of radius between 10 nm and 30 nm. One experiment could be
measurements in an internal reflection configuration setup and a 10◦ range of angles of incidence
above the critical angle. In this case [Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)] one can see that the relative differential
reflectivity predicted by the three models differ markedly (more than 100% for particles of 30 nm
radius). The other experiment can be devised by using the results displayed in Fig. 6(b). In this
case we see that the plasmon resonance dip in the spectra at about 510 nm predicted by the MGM
for particles of 10 nm in radius and for normal incidence differ noticeably from those predicted
by the 2D-DM and CSM.

6. Conclusions

In summary, we showed for p polarization that,

a) The CSM, 2D-DM and MGM coincide quantitatively in all cases for gold particles smaller
than about 25 nm radius on a glass substrate and surface coverage fractions below 5%. Given
that the three models are derived following very different procedures, this is important since
it soundly suggests the three models are actually valid in these cases. Thus the reflectivity
of a surface partially covered by a disordered monolayer of very small particles can be
calculated using any of these models.

b) The 2D-DM and the MGM follow each other closely for all surface coverages and particle
sizes considered in our examples (gold spherical particles), except behind the critical angle
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in an internal reflection configuration.

c) The changes in reflectivity of light due to the presence of gold nanoparticles at the interface
of a glass substrate, is noticeably higher in an internal reflection configuration than in
external reflection configuration.

d) In general, the reflectivity of an equivalent homogenous thin film containing the same
amount of material than a particulate monolayer differs strongly from that of the correspond-
ing disordered monolayer. In many cases, for external reflection the thin-film-on-a-substrate
reflectivity is higher than that of the bare substrate while that of a monolayer-on-a-substrate
is lower.

e) Some experimental configurations where differences between the predictions of the models
are attractive for experimental verification were identified.

The fact that the changes in reflectivity due to the adsorption of nanoparticles is in general larger
in an internal rather than an external reflection configuration, is an interesting prediction that
could be used advantageously in experiments aiming to detect and characterize nanoparticles
on a substrate. Basically, it means that when possible one should choose an internal reflection
configuration to obtain reflectance measurements to infer information about the particles.

The analysis presented here for p-polarization was also done in parallel for s-polarization (not
shown in this paper), and in all cases the differences between the models are less noticeable than
in p polarization. We also performed similar calculations as those presented in Figs. 4-9 (same
range of particle sizes and surface coverages) but for lossless dielectric particles of different
refractive indices, ranging from 1.4 to 2.8 on an air/glass interface, and found that all three models
deviate less from each other than for the examples with gold nanoparticles presented here.
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